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FOR IM M EDIATE RELEASE

NORTH AMERICAN RESCUE’S IPOK RECOGNIZED AS “BEST OF THE BEST FOR 2012”
GREENVILLE, SC (January 15, 2013)– North American Rescue’s Individual Patrol Officer’s Kit
(IPOK®) was recently selected by Law Officer Magazine as one of their “Best of the Best for
2012” products.
The IPOK was designed to provide personnel with a compact and durable individual
hemorrhage control kit that treats bleeding from penetrating and other traumatic injuries. It
features a C-A-T Tourniquet, Emergency Trauma Dressing, Black Talon nitrile gloves and either
an s-rolled gauze or a hemostatic dressing of your choice (Celox, ChitoGauze or Combat
Gauze). Packaged for small cube space and designed to fit into a BDU pocket, vest pouch or
individual bag, the IPOK allows personnel to keep a compact bleeding control kit on their
person, where it is needed most. The contents are vacuum sealed in a rugged, durable package
that is easy to open.
The Law Officer product review team scrutinized the exhibit halls at the 2012 International
Association of Police Chiefs (IACP) and California Patrol Officers Association CopsWest
conferences looking for innovative products recent to the market. The result was a list of 11
products that were reviewed in an article written by Chris Boyd and featured in the
November/December 2012 issue of the publication entitled, “Worthy Additions: New Products
To Consider As You Head Into The New Year.”
“We are honored to have the IPOK recognized as one of the ‘Best of the Best for 2012’ award
recipients from Law Officer Magazine,” stated North American Rescue’s Director of Law
Enforcement Products, Brent Bronson. “We believe that empowering first responders, health
care professionals and tactical law enforcement and patrol officers to treat the leading causes of
preventable death in tactical environments is vital.”
North American Rescue (NAR), based in Greer, South Carolina, has proudly enjoyed the honor
of serving their country, community, and customers for over a decade. NAR is leading the way
in decreasing preventable deaths by providing innovative casualty care solutions to our
uniformed soldiers, first responders, health care professionals, and security forces both at
home, and abroad in foreign combat zones. For further information on North American Rescue
or to view products, visit www.NARescue.com or call (864) 675-9800.
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